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The local history was always important for the research and it is today too. This is the
reason for that, the work of Iuliu-Marius Morariu (today, the hieromonk Maxim), dedicated
to the Archpriest Grigore Pletosu (1848-1934), the first literary critic of the poet George
Coşbuc, the mentor of the first Romanian Orthodox Patriarch, Miron Cristea, and also of
several important people from the Romanian culture in the interwar period and before, is
important for the contemporary research.
The author, already known in the cultural space for his books2, tries there a symbiosis
between the historical research and theology. He presents the biography of Grigore Pletosu,
but not in the classic way. Although he uses many historical documents, provided from the
Bistriţa-Năsăud Service of the National Archives of Romania, the Sibiu one, the Archives of
the Orthodox Metropoly from Sibiu and Cluj, from Jarda family and from his birth Parish,
Chintelnic, he doesn't present in a positivist way the most important aspects from the life of
the great priest, teacher and writer, but prefers to highlight the most important aspects of his
spiritual portrait. He separates this portrait in two parts: the one as a teacher and the other as a
professor.
For being easy for the lay reader to understand his approach, he also offers, in the
introductory part information about his demarche. Also, in the chapters he realises a short
incursion in the history of the church and shows what it meant the spiritual portrait of the
professor and of the teacher for the Orthodox Theology. Then, he presents the way how there
are valorified the main characteristics of the two ones in his life and activity. From time in
time, he uses interesting examples to show how there where applied the prescripts of the Holy
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Bible, canon law or the opinions of the Holy Fathers from the first centuries in his life and
activity.
At the end, the author offers also a precious interview with the grand-son of the priest,
Mr. Pavel Jarda, the son of the great composer and musician Tudor Jarda, who explains why
his father was helped by the Archpriest and offers many interesting information about his
family life (the sadness of losing his little daughter, Lucia3, the way how Liviu Rebreanu
talks about him and his daughters4 and s. o.).
The book, which is forwarded by His Eminence Andrew, the Archbishop of Vad,
Feleac and Cluj and Metropolite of Cluj, Maramureş and Sălaj5, offers a reach bibliography
(more than 400 sources) and it is an important historical restitution of the Great personality of
Grigore Pletosu. Together with other articles and studies dedicated by the author to this
subject6, it is an important piece of a bigger puzzle, where he gets into the light his life and
activity and shows his qualities as sacerdote, teacher at the Boundary Greek-Catholic
Gymnasium from Năsăud (where there where formed more than 20 members of the
Romanian Academy7), but also author of several books8, articles, studies, reviews and
translations.
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We cannot forget to appreciate the prodigious activity of the author, which offer a
complex perspective over the investigated subject and help the reader to discover the
dynamic personality of the Archpriest Grigore Pletosu, a great father and professor from
Năsăud area.
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